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_ Telephone call from Inspector JAMES R. MALLEY to BSAC py 
' KYLE G. CLARK, 7/1/64. ‘ = / i} 
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Deputy ‘Chief of Police G. L. LUMPKIN nas not available 
or interview as he is on vacation until July 20, 1964; however, 
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other Dallas Police Department officials appear to have furnished 

the desired information in connection with this particular matter. 

VACB, no additional investigation concerning the source 

of the “leak" is being conducted pending review of the contents 

of this report by the Bureau. It is pointed out that by letter 

dated July 11, 1964, certain material obtained from Dallas 

District Attorney HENRY WADE was submitted to the FBI Laboratory 

for examination to determine if any latent prints could be de- 

veloped. In the event such latent prints are developed, certain 

additional investigation may be aeaineds 

It 4s further pointed out that since no Federal 

violation of any kind appears to exist in connection with this 

“leak, ”" the Bureau may desire to discuss any, contemplated __ 

eiether investigation with the President's Commission. 
* * ro 

NEW ORLEANS AND SAN_AD ANTONIO: (INFORMATION) 

One copy of this report is being furnished each of the 

New Orleans and San Antonio Offices for information inasmuch as 

they have been furnished copies of reports in the over-all in- 

vastigation of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and the assassination of 

President KENNEDY. 
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Identity of Source File Where Located 
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ADMINISTRATIVE? 

The identities of the Agents participating in this 

investigation are reflected in this report. In accordance with 

the Bureau's instruct tons, this report. contains only the results 
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of investigation relating to the “leak” of information as carried . 

in “The Dallas Morning News" on June 27 and 28, 1964. Auxiliary 

offices have been instructed to furnish letterhead memoranda con=- 

cerning investigation in connection with this particular matter. 

a confidential basis, made CLEMENTS 

a copy of his report in connection with a meeting between Chief 

Justice EARL WARREN and JACK RUBY at the Dallas County Jail on 

June 7, 1964. This has, out of necessity, been excluded from 

the results of interview of BNR as set -forth in instant 

report. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE 8 

identity sa sehr oe at wall iadiataid’ WhO, st with 
the following information, advised SA ROBERT M. BARRETT as 

follows: 

LARRY GROVE is a reporter for “The Dallas Morning 

News“ who is considered to be very unreliable. GROVE is a 
clase associate and fellow employee of HUGH AYNESWORTH, the 
reporter for “The Dallas Morning News" who wrote the articles 

concerning OSWALD's diary. On June 17, 1964, LARRY GROVE told 

a CBS crew that was in Dallas about OSWALD's diary‘and indi-' 
cated he could obtain same if such crew was interested, but 

that it would have to be back in.its place within a day or so. 
The CBS crew reportedly paid no attention to this offer. It 
should be noted that “The Dallas Morning News," for whom GROVE 
id employed, is affiliated with WFAA-TV, Channel 8, which is an 

ABC affiliate. 

* "pe 

According to the above source, HUGH AYNESWORTH and 

WILLIAM F. ALEXANDER, Assistant District Attorney, Dallas 

County, Texas, are extremely close personal friends. The 

District Attorney, HENRY WADE, has been away from Dallas. on 

a vacation for over a week. ‘Source advised that ALEXANDER has 

access to the District Attorney's safe. Source advised that 

certain pictures of items allegedly from OSWALD's wallet which 

appeared in a past issue of “Life" magazine supposedly came 

from or through LARRY GROVE. . 
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ADMINISTRATIVE 8 

Source advised that he interviewed MARINA OSWALD on 

June 29, 1964, at which time she freely discussed her love 

life. She told source about her ls hatiaista wie) wore be- 

fore and pftex their pare. 3e sik as een ‘a 

ae she advised source that gha was now qaving 4 a 

relationship with a DOUGLAS ADAMS. According:to source, she . 

appeared to be divulging the identities of all individuals 

with whom she had had affairs. Source made no mention of any 

referance to HUGH AYNESWORTH by MARINA OSWALD. MARINA indi-_ 

cated to source that LEE HARVEY OSWALD was not “queer”. she 

mentioned that OSWALD hated RUTH PAINE and mentioned that 

MICHAEL PAINE wasQ em 

i ad 

at 1a P dvised SA ROBERT M. 

BARRETT of the following additi nal “iY formation wig he stated 

must be treated in absolute conélGanses 

(raiands stated that he had learned from MARINA 

OSWALD that her attorney had made a deal with "Life" magazine 

whereby “Life” magazine would pay $20,000 for the rights ta 

publish the diary of LEE HARVEY OSWALD. According to AMES 

MARINA's attorney would accept such a deal only with the pro~ 

vision that "Life" magazine divulge to him the source of the 

diary. oer savised that MARINA stated that her attorney, 

WILLIAM A. MC Z1E, was told that "Life" magazine received 

a copy of the diary from_reporter HUGH AYNESWORTH of "The Dallas 

Morning News.” AgGruroe y/stated that MARINA also indicated 

that her attorney had learned through “Life" magazine that a i 

London newspaper had also obtained a copy of ‘OSWALD's diary 4 

from HUGH AYNESWORTH. | | adel 
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ADMINISTRATI 

The information fromfmyeeee gis being set forth 

on the administrative page because of his insistence that it 

be maintained strictly confidential and it is believed that 

to set forth such information in the details of a report 

which will be disseminated to the President's Commission along 

with results of other investigation conducted might reveal his 

identity, and he has specifically stated he could not under 

any circumstances appear before the Commission and testify to 

this information without suffering the loss of his job. 
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